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India rated among top seven
in world corruption index
•

Nirmal Mitra
NEW YORK

ndia has been placed among
the seven "most corrupt"
Icountries
in a statislical index
drawn up by a German nongovernmental
organisation
measuring perceptions of corruption in 41 countries.
Transparency International
(11), a non-profit-rnaking German agency, has drawn up a
"corruption index" on the basis
of a 1995 study of corruption in
41 countries. It places India
35th, only a few shades better
than the Philippines (36), Brazil (37), Venezuela (38), Pakistan (39), China (40) and Indo-

nesia (41).
The 1995 .n

corruption
index, an initiative undertaken
by the Berlin-based n together
with Johann Graf IAmbsdorff,
an economist with the University of Goetlingen, "is a poD of
polls (on corruption) representing the a""rage scores that,
individual countries have been
given by interational businessmen and financial journalists
when polled in a variety of contexts", !j3id n in an explanatory
note 8CCOWpaoying its report.
"It i. nClt an assessment of
'the corruption level in any
country as made by n or
Johann
Graf
Lambsdorff.
Rather it is an attempt to assess
the level at which corruption is
percieved by businessmen as
impacting on commercial life,"
the note said.

n added: "To the extent that dominated by kickbacks and
any country has a problem with extortion etc. No country sc0its ranking, this, Ues not with res either 10 or zero. India's
this index but rather with the score is 2.n.
perception that businessmen
The second column equals
polled apparently have of that the number of surveys in which
country. Their perceptions may a country has been included
not be a fair reflection on the from 2to 7.
state of affairs, but they are a
The greater the number, the
reality. It is this reality that the more reliable the assessment
index seeks to assess,"
The number of surveys for
Tbe least corrupt countries, India is five, among the most
according to the 1995 corrup- reliable assessments.
tion index, are New Zealand,
The third column indicates
Denmark, Singapore. Fmland, the variance of the rankings. A
Canada, Sweden, Australia and high number Oike 5.86 for
Switzerland.
Argentina) indicates a high'
The United States is rated degree of deviating opinions
15th, the United Kingdom 12th, and a low number (such as 0.01
and Germany 13th.
for Denmark) indicates an
The corruption index will be almost perfect Concordance. In
kept updated and posted annual- the case of India, the number is
ly on the Internet.
1.63.
n said that it has only been
possible to include in the 1995
The index has been prepared index countries which have
by using seven surveys, inclu- themselves been the subject of
ding three from the World Com- a number of such corruption
petitive Report from the Insti- polls. U the Ust of 41 excludes
lute of Management Develop- several countries, "it is because
ment in Lausanne (1992·1994), the polls surveyed does not
three from the Political and Ec0- include them. It is hoped .to
nomic RIsk Consu1tancy Ud, broaden th~ scope of the
Hong Kong (199201994) and a in future years," the organisa1980 survey from Business tion said.
International, New York.
On the board of directors of
In the index there are three n is Peter Eigen of Germany,
figures given for each country. who is the chairman, Kamal
The first is the country's overall Hossain of Bangladesh and
integrity ranking on a scale of Frank Vogi of the US, both vice
10. A score of 10 equals an enti- chairmen and other representarely clean country while zero tives from the UK, the PhiJi.
equals a country where busi- ppines and Kenya.
ness transactions are entirely • Indio Abroad News Strvke
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